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Multi-Residential (4 units)

Our community has reviewed this discretionary development and is unable to support it.

Both the Municipal Development Plan and the Erlton ARP provide guidance with respect to scale and

development pattern. This over-massed proposal fails to meet any of those objectives. It is too much

building on too little land, with one result being a deficiency in both garage depth and landscaping. We

also believe that the 3m setback on Erlton Street should not be relaxed.

Furthermore, the orientation of the units doesn't respect the established streetscape. This proposal orients

the units east/west, conflicting with the existing development pattern, and clearly out of context with all

surrounding development. We believe that this is like the reverse corner lot subdivision, commonly

approved in the past, and now considered bad planning.

The building projection along the depth of the lot, along with its multiple third-story balconies, infringes

on the privacy of the neighbour across Erlton Street. This violates LUB Sections 35(d) and 36(a). Mr.

Peter Davies has submitted his comment directly to you.

A slightly lower density could result in a more compatible built form.

Please provide us with a copy of any final approved plans, along with a complete list of relaxations and

the justification for them. We need this in order to discuss and determine their impact on the

neighbouring homes and our community.

Finally, please do not hesitate to call or email should you have any concerns or require further

information.


